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Business offer
We can help with development, production and game design from prototype phase to
finished project. There is a part of our offer below:

Software/game development
We are able to create complete game or application according to client’s
requirements in work for hire model. We offer professional development devided into
milestones including client’s feedback at different stages of production.

Continuation or polishing up of unfinished projects
We can take over control of the unfinished project which for some reason hasn’t been
finished. We are able to redesign, systematize and fastly start a new development starting
with writing a report about current project condition.

Developing or maintenance of finished projects
We also offer developing an existing games, for instance: creating DLCs, Patches,
extention packs, skins etc. We are able to maintenance online games during its lifetime
(creating events in the game, adding skills or items etc.).

Game/level design consulting
We offer help/support or creating game or level design and providing feedback to

client’s latest builds once or via permanent cooperation during a game development.

Game pitch creating or consulting
We can also create attractive game pitch considering client’s requirements, platforms,
target group, time and money budget.
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Mechanics design
We offer mechanics design in the approachable documentation and dividing it into

tasks in project management software (e.g. Jira, HacknPlan etc.). Except mechanics we can
also design levels, gameplay, characters etc.

Writing dialogs and texts for the game
We are able to write professional texts to the game: dialogs, writings, letters, ingame
texts, diary entry etc.

Narrative and story design
We are able to design characters and story according to game mechanics and
combine it with gameplay. We can also can consult and feedback curent narrative and story
design assumption.

To ask about any other types of cooperation please write us an email in the contact section.

